
 

 

 

 

Harvesting Rainwater for Your Home Garden 
If your home garden is looking a little parched, then a rainwater storage tank is the perfect 
solution to make sure you always have enough water for your plants. This article will look at 
using storage tanks for harvesting rainwater to be used in your garden. No complicated 
plumbing is necessary—water flows from your gutter to the tank, from which you can simply 
attach a garden hose. No mess, no fuss. 

Rainwater is Better for Your Plants 

Rainwater is soft and natural meaning it doesn’t contain chemicals such as chlorine, sodium, 
fluoride or other particles found in your city water supply. This is especially important if your 
garden contains sensitive plants. 

Fruit-bearing plants such as strawberries, blackberries, or blueberries, or vegetables such as 
cucumbers, onions, and lettuce can be sensitive to chlorine. Higher chlorine concentrations 
reduce plant growth and health, affecting the appearance of ornamental plants and even the 
taste of vegetables and fruits. Fluoride can injure plant leaves while large amounts of sodium 
in the soil prevents roots from absorbing water. 

Rainwater, on the other hand, is free of these chemicals, not only because it isn’t treated but 
because it hasn’t had time to absorb chemicals existing in the soil. It also has the slightly 
acidic pH that plants naturally prefer. Mains water is more alkaline, which can be too harsh 
for some plants. Rainwater also contains traces of organic material, which plants love, and 
plenty of nitrates, which plants need to make amino acids. 

Rainwater is Better for the Environment 

Using rain water in your garden means you’re not extracting mains water from dams and 
river systems. Water that goes through the process to become potable can leave quite a 
significant carbon footprint. Drawing water from lakes and rivers affects the ecosystem, 
impacting plant and animal life while causing erosion to the surrounding soil. Once water is 
drawn, it requires a large amount of energy to move and treat. With a growing concern over 
climate change and environmental issues, using rainwater is one of the few ways you can do 
your part to ensure a sustainable water resources for your children. 

Rainwater Harvesting is Easy 

Because rainwater doesn’t—and shouldn’t—require any treatment for water your plants, you 
do not need complicated plumbing. Runoff can be collected from your roof, and with 
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screening such as gutter screens, rain heads or water diverters, the rainwater harvested in 
your storage tank can be of a very high quality. 

Some people may improvise with something less, such as barrels, but during a downpour 
these will quickly become full and you don’t want them overflowing and drowning your 
gardens. A properly designed rainwater storage tank will pipe away overflow so you don’t 
end up flooding your garden. You won’t have to worry, even if you’re not at home—properly 
installed water tank will gather only the amount of water they can store and then flush the 
rest to the storm system. 

Rainwater tanks can be fitted with a tap and directly attached to your garden hose, making 
water available whenever you need it. 

How Much Water is Needed? 

You can calculate the amount of water your plants roughly need by calculating your garden 
area. Twenty-four litres per square metre every 7-10 days is a good rule of thumb for plant 
growth. Once you have an idea how much water your garden requires, you can decide on 
your storage needs. A 10m x 5m garden area, for example, will need approximately 1,200 
litres of water every week. You can decide how much water to store by considering how 
often it rains in your area. You may need more than a weekly storage if you live in a drier 
climate where it barely rains. 

It is important that your rainwater storage is kept dark and covered. This ensures that 
organisms like algae don’t bloom inside. Adequate screening, a requirement throughout 
Australia, also prevents your rainwater storage from becoming a breeding ground for 
mosquitoes and other insects. 

If you are interested in harvesting rainwater for your garden, check out Clark Tanks’ range of 
rainwater tanks. You can select from a range of colours, styles and sizes to meet your needs 
and complement your garden décor. 
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Clark Tanks is committed to providing quality tanks and products designed to meet the 
needs of Australian home owners, farmers and industries. When you invest in a product to 
do an important job, you want to know your investment is a good one. Our friendly staff 

are happy to advise and provide a competitive solution that meets your needs. 

Phone: 1800 252 758   Website: www.clarktanks.com.au 
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Clark Tanks is the country’s premier brand of polymer rainwater tanks. Manufacturing since 1997, Clark Tanks
are designed and built to last in tough Australian conditions. As an Australian owned and operated company, Clark
Tanks is committed to providing quality products designed to meet the needs of rural and residential Australia.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer: The information in this document is general and provided solely on the basis that users will take responsibility for 
verifying the accuracy, currency and completeness of all relevant representations, statements and information. No user 
should act on the basis of any matter contained in this publication without considering and, if necessary, taking appropriate 
professional advice upon his or her own particular circumstances. 

While Clark Tanks tries to ensure that the content and information is accurate, adequate or complete, it does not represent or 
warrant its accuracy, adequacy or completeness. Clark Tanks and any associates are not responsible for any loss suffered as a 
result of or in relation to the use of this information. To the extent permitted by law, Clark Tanks excludes any liability, 
including any liability for negligence, for any loss, including indirect or consequential damages arising from or in relation to 
the use of this information. 

 

This article by Clark Tanks is licensed under a  
Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivs 3.0 Australia license. 

You are free to copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format under the following conditions: 

1. Attribution – You must give credit to Clark Tanks, provide a link to the Web version of this article or to 
https://www.clarktanks.com.au/, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any 
reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. 

2. No Derivative Works – If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you may not distribute the modified material. 
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